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How to Draw the Elf Pets® Reindeer

1a. Start by drawing a big circle for the reindeer’s head.

1b. Draw a vertical guideline (A) down the center of the circle.

1c. Draw a horizontal guideline (B) across the center of the circle.

1d. Draw a smaller circle, centering it on the bottom of big circle.

2a. Draw two large ovals for the reindeer’s ears.

2b. Draw two small circles for the reindeer’s eyes.

2c. Draw one small oval for the reindeer’s nose.

3a. Complete the reindeer’s head by drawing a line connecting the side of the big circle with 

the side of the small circle. Repeat on the other side.

3b. Create the reindeer’s collar. Starting at the sides of the reindeer’s head, draw two curved 

lines. Connect the lines with a zigzag line across the bottom.

4a. Draw a heart-shaped charm in the middle of the reindeer's collar.

4b. Begin creating the reindeer’s antlers. Draw four small ovals over each ear.

5a. Finish the reindeer’s antlers by connecting the ovals with small, curved lines.

5b. Complete the reindeer’s collar by drawing a half circle beneath the head. 

5c. Draw a small, upside-down triangle connecting the heart charm to the collar.

6a. Add one curved line to each ear.

6b. Draw two eyebrows above the reindeer’s eyes.

6c. Draw pupils.

6d. Add three eyelashes to the right side of each eye.

6e. Add nostrils. 

6f. Erase any guidelines or parts of the circles, including parts of the antlers, that are no longer 

needed.

Congratulations! You just drew the Elf Pets® Reindeer. 

Use the additional page to perfect your drawing.
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